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The Dwarves celebrate 25 years of 
naked women with naked 
midgets

Old Dudes
5 21 

Blood, Guts and Pussy

BY DEREK EVERS  » And a tour for all you little people.

My favorite punk rock story of all 

time is the legend of The Dwarves' 

HeWhoCanNotBeNamed. As it has 

been told to me, in a PR stunt back 

in 1993, the band convinced their 

label at the time, Sub-Pop, that 

HeWhoCanNotBeNamed had died, 

prompting a press release to explain 

the sad news. Although a hoax, it 

was widely reported in "reputable" 

outlets like Spin and Alt Press. Of 

course, when it was found out not to 

be true, Sub-Pop—left red-faced 

from being the bearer of grim, false 

news—immediately dropped the 

band. Or so the legend goes.

This is only one of the great 

American stories of one of the 

greatest American bands to ever sing about raping, pillaging and plundering. And little people. 

But they have always been punk rock pioneers. The Dwarves have appeared on upwards of near 
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20 independent labels, remaining diy to this day. They once toured 6,000 miles to play four 

shows. They've been stabbed, tazed, bludgeoned, arrested, banned from CBGBs, banned from 

Berkeley college, and banned from Switzerland. They once ate a horse on Japanese television. 

They played with the Minutemen weeks before D. Boon died and visited GG Allin in a maximum 

security prison. They've played as members of other bands, including: KMFDM, Gnarls Barkley, 

Mondo Generator, Motochrist, Juliette and the Licks, The Queers, and Kyuss among others. 

Singer Blag the Ripper (formerly Blag Dahlia) wrote the song "Do the Sponge" for Spongebob 

Squarepants, and fellow Dwarf Sgt. Slatpeter has written and performed over 20 songs for the 

show. They were featured in the movie Kurt and Courtney as one of the "more violent bands of 

the time," and of course, their infamous record covers featuring nude women and dwarfs not 

only gained the band notoriety (and banned from many stores), it launched photographer 

Michael Lavine to worldwide fame for the (real) rabbit blood spattered trio above.

In case you're wondering where I got all of this information, it came in the press release that 

accompanied the news of their 25 year anniversary tour, I highly recommend you take the 

chance to see them, at the rate their going, someone in the band is sure to die (for real this 

time).

Oh, and one last bit of info; they've actually been around for 27 years, but they needed a good 

gimmick to get you to care about this tour.

The Dwarves 25th anniversary tour:

7-13: Baltimore, MD - Ottobar 

7-14: Pittsburgh, PA - Altar Bar  

7-15: Brooklyn, NY - Knitting Factory Brooklyn 

7-16: New York, NY - Studio at Webster Hall    

7-17: Cambridge, MA - Middle East  

7-18: Newport, RI - Newport Blues Cafe    

8-9: San Antonio, TX - White Rabbit 

8-13: Kansas City, MO - The Riot Room   

9-23: Denver, CO - Bluebird Theater

 

Like 5 likes. Sign Up to see what your friends like.

Posted on June 14, 2011. More on: the dwarves, kmfdm, gnarls barkley, mondo generator, motochrist, juliette and the 
licks, the queers, kyuss, gg alin, minutemen
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THE DWARVES CELEBRATE 25 
YEARS OF NAKED WOMEN 
WITH NAKED MIDGETS  And a 
tour for all you little people. 
#OLD DUDES

 

ARCHERS OF LOAF TO 
REISSUE ALL FOUR ALBUMS  
They're baaa-aaack and 
they've brought bonus 
material with them. #OLD 
DUDES

 

DESCENDENTS / ALL NEED 
YOUR FOOTAGE OF THEM 
From before those black-
rimmed glasses lost their 
irony. #OLD DUDES

 

ROBERT POLLARD 
CHALLENGES WEBSTER'S  
Making a valid argument to 
be the fourth definition of 
"prolific". #OLD DUDES

 

2MEX DISSES OFWGKTA WITH 
GOD ANGLE  Nothing says 
"ya'll godless," like 
compulsive cursing to fulfill 
bar structure. #OLD DUDES

 

A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE OF 
THE BEN WEASEL INCIDENT  I 
can't help but feel like my 
experience was different. 
#OLD DUDES

 

DEAR GHOSTFACE KILLAH,  
Chasing your next classic by 
recreating an original is a 
fool's sport, like checkers. 
#OLD DUDES

 

EAST RIVER PIPE The 
bedroom project that came a 
decade too early. #OLD DUDES

 

DUSTIN' OFF GANG OF FOUR, 
WIRE AND THE WARLOCKS  
There's been a jail break at 
the retirement home! #OLD 
DUDES

 

THROBBING GRISTLE VS. 
AEROSMITH TOUR 2011!  
Someone please start the 
Facebook page for us. #OLD 
DUDES

 

GANG OF FOUR IS GANG OF 
TWO PLUS TWO First album in 
16 years. #OLD DUDES

 

THE WALKMEN PEN ONE FOR 
THEIR AGES Cue the mariachi 
band. #OLD DUDES

 

SUPERCHUNK'S NINTH 
RECORD Celebrating the 
majesty of longevity. #OLD 
DUDES

 

MIKE WATT'S THIRD ROCK 
OPERA IS ON In case you 
missed the first two #OLD 
DUDES

 

LOU BARLOW RELEASES 
SENTRIDOH III, TOURS Hear 
"Losercore", his new anthem 
to the kids of 1992. #OLD 
DUDES

 

DEAR CRAIG FINN, Your 
victory lap feels like 40 
minutes of swooping 
generalizations. #OLD DUDES
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